This magisterial account of a learned life in the provinces spans the transition from the closing years of the old regime to the first decades of the nineteenth century. A prominent local physician and collector, Esprit Calvet left his many specimens, books and manuscripts to the town of Avignon, a Francophone papal enclave which was independent of France until its annexation during the Revolution.
image of the French Enlightenment, Calvet is not set within circles of sociability such as Masonic lodges (although there is evidence to suggest that he was a Freemason) or salons, though Brockliss notes his reluctance to become involved in local academies or to be sucked into the centralizing vortex of the Parisian academies and societies. This portrait, therefore, presents him as a scholar principally conducting a learned life by exchanging letters and specimens. As a physician, Calvet was a very sociable man, whether travelling out to visit clients in the neighbourhood, or joining forces with other members of the Avignon medical faculty, where he was a prominent figure. But Brockliss's real interest in him is as a member of a Republic of Letters, where the sociability that counted was a pan-European, even pan-global access to learned individuals whose status was judged on the basis of their scholarly supremacy. Hence the book's title: Calvet's 'web' was the network of correspondents with whom Calvet forged relationships over varying lengths of time, and who exchanged news of specimens and of family members, or demanded medical advice or help in publishing or purchasing specimens. The multiple outcomes of these lengthy, fragile correspondences are revealed and classified, a task also performed for other eighteenth-century scholars in recent publications.
One of the very valuable features of Brockliss's study, although it has a low profile, is its emphasis on widening the history of knowledge to encompass all the material paraphernalia of early modern scholarly life. Brockliss shows how a deluge of objects and texts, at first sight historically trivial, sustained scholarly status and underpinned claims to possess true knowledge. It was objects and documents, too, which reified hierarchies dividing scholars into metropolitan or provincial, old or young, expert or inexpert. Calvet, who rarely published, could still have standing as a scholar, locally and in Paris, because the Republic of Letters really did work through letters. At the same time however, Brockliss's reluctance to look beyond Calvet's own career in order to explain its character and significance generates some problems, particularly in relation to Calvet's objects of knowledge. Treating Calvet in isolation, he does not always do justice to the existing secondary literature. Numerous museologists and historians of science have addressed the question of how the material nature of specimens limited the types of knowledge that could be generated from them, an issue that receives little attention here. Yet some of Brockliss's examples seem to point in that direction, as when we learn that antique coins were often smelted as scrap metal by their finders, rather than being regarded as valuable antiquities. Conversely, Calvet's antiquarian correspondents, while seeking to revise the meaning of antique coins, still balked at paying more than the scrap-metal price to obtain them! In a similar vein, Brockliss ultimately falls back on a psychological explanation to account for Calvet's very limited publishing record. As work by Darnton, Hesse, Gordon, Goldgar and others has shown, however, publishing was construed by contemporaries as a parade of one's moral character. It was a risky and expensive business, not to be lightly undertaken, which exposed one to censure from religious and temporal authorities as well as one's literary peers, and not infrequently plunged the author into a violent and embittered world of back-stabbing and denunciation. Certain categories of individuals, women in particular, largely eschewed the world of print as an inappropriate form of selfpresentation. The complexities of this process offer a more plausible explanation for Calvet's reticence.
This second example is typical of a certain difficulty which runs throughout the volume. Brockliss wants his study to serve as a basis for comparison for subsequent historical accounts of the learned life, especially in the provinces. Up to a point, it performs this function admirably in its richness and painstaking analyses. Yet there are comparatively few systematic comparisons of Calvet's activities and experiences with those of contemporaries. As a minor example, it is not made clear how typical Calvet's concerns about medical self-presentation, as regards both dress and the uses of learning in conversing with elite clients, were for physicians at the time. Calvet's collecting practices and language, too, could have been compared more closely with those of contemporaries. Although Brockliss is surely justified in saying that not enough attention has been paid to such practices or to the majority of provincial practitioners, some more systematic work of correlation could have been performed, using existing studies, so as to elicit some shared or unique features of collecting as a form of knowledge in different settings. It is clear that forms of epistolary address, social hierarchies of correspondents, and problems of transportation and packing were common to all European collectors. Similar factors seem also to have operated in assuring the success and status of collectors in different areas: those in Calvet's 'web' engaged in long-term reciprocal exchange arrangements and the most successful among them possessed extensive financial and specimen resources. However, Brockliss does not venture into a theoretical account of collecting as a set of social and epistemological practices. In other studies, headed by Krszysztof Pomian's Collectioneurs, amateurs et curieux (Paris, 1987) , the importance of analysing collecting in terms of models of early modern honorific gift-exchange has been indicated. The extension or critique of such a model in the case of Calvet's collecting practices would help to develop the history of collections beyond mere description or analysis into a general account of one of the main instruments for the production of knowledge in early modern Europe. In this way the history of collecting might be placed on a par with the well-established history of the laboratory.
One consequence of all this is a traditional pitfall of biography: that the subject comes to seem distinctive and noteworthy in just those behaviours which are relatively commonplace, and social groupings are formed on the basis of differences which vanish on closer examination. Brockliss sets Calvet apart from 'the philosophes' as formulated in the writings of Peter Gay and subsequent AngloAmerican historians, noting that the 'web' members embraced ideals of self-conduct deriving from Christian reformulations of Stoic moderation. Interestingly, it was during the period addressed by Brockliss's account that the 'philosophes' as currently understood came to be portrayed as a coherent group; in the 1760s individuals such as Diderot or Voltaire were often denounced as frauds, with true philosophie being closer to Brockliss's Stoic model. Diderot and Voltaire themselves juggled several possible philosophical lifestyles, and one they often embraced was precisely the Stoic. I suspect that Brockliss would not disagree with the suggestion that the category 'philosophes', when exclusively identified with religious and/or political radicalism, is a problematic, polemical and above all retrospective construct. This is certainly his claim about 'the Enlightenment'. It is only, however, at the end of Calvet's Web that we learn that his ultimate agenda is the abolition of 'Enlightenment' altogether as a term, and the turning of scholarly attention to the Republic of Letters as a longue durée historical phenomenon, to include scholars of all stripes, small and large, metropolitan and provincial. In fact Brockliss views the two historical entities as, to a certain extent, incommensurable: the Republic of Letters, in his account, is a social system mediated by material objects (letters, specimens), while Enlightenment is a state and a process (covering a range of aspects from self-fashioning and the progress of civilization to education and political participation.) This ambition goes a long way to explaining Brockliss's occasionally contemptuous dismissal of recent writing on the history of the French Enlightenment. Yet is his strongly-worded judgement defensible? It is perhaps worthy of comment that of all Brockliss's direct citations from the manuscript letters of Calvet's circle, the only explicit remark about the Republic of Letters versus Enlightenment issue comes from a 'tyro' correspondent, Lagier de Vaugelas, who asked for Calvet's help -not as a Republican of Letters, but rather 'from the extent of your lumières [enlightenment]' (p. 73). Now such a statement could fit well with French formulations of Enlightenment, since the French usage itself characterizes Enlightenment (lumières) as a state of being and a process of conversion and improvement -a usage to which Brockliss partially concedes. In Les Républicains des lettres (Paris, 1988) , Le Siècle des lumières en province (Paris, 1978) and other writings, Daniel Roche successfully bridges the gap between radical metropolitan philosophes and provincial booksellers, or between merchants and nobles as readers. As Darrin McMahon (Enemies of the Enlightenment, Oxford 2001) shows, the construction of the philosophes as a homogeneous group, whether portrayed as political and religious radicals or as an intellectual party, derives as much from contemporary authors ranging from the marquis de Condorcet to the abbé Barruel as it does from the writings of modern historians such as Peter Gay (The Enlightenment: an Interpretation, London 1967) . The philosophes need to be integrated within a history of learning which addresses the social and cultural, but without losing sight of the possibility and significance of radicalism. A history of the title of philosophe should include both soi-disant philosophes such as the plague of authors publishing dictionaries, manuals, works on agriculture so loathed by the likes of Elie Fréron, editor of the journal Année littéraire, and the notorious Parisian heterodoxy of d'Holbach, Diderot and their ilk. In part, preserving 'the Enlightenment' is necessary because different groups of selftitled philosophes pursued learning in different ways. The web appears indeed to have been excessively male-oriented, to the extent that Brockliss claims Calvet probably tore up letters from women because they 'contained nothing relevant to his intellectual interests ' (p. 112) . But recent secondary accounts such as Dena Goodman's The Republic of Letters (London, 1994) or Geoffrey Sutton's Science for a Polite Society (Boulder, 1995) allow us to balance that view with rival circles of learning, outside and excluded from traditional institutional settings, in which women played a large part and where they too were allocated lumières. Collecting networks were one such, yet Brockliss is silent about the many women who collected naturalia and antiquities in provincial France, such as the noted conchologist Mme de Bandeville, the ornithologist Mme Cangé, or Mme de Fuligny-Praslin-Rochechouart at Agey. What was innovative about the French eighteenth century was precisely the development of new spaces for sociability and learning, as Goodman's study of the regulation of conduct in the salon has beautifully illustrated. It is true that politeness was not the prerogative of such circles; but it is also true to say that Paris salon-goers were probably coming to understand politeness, and the forms of knowledge appropriate to it, in different ways from individuals such as Calvet.
To have a balanced picture of learning and the learned state in the eighteenth century, it is also essential to possess social and cultural historical accounts of radical underworlds, such as Darnton's pornographic-philosophical pirate printing networks or Margaret Jacob's freemasons. Brockliss pits his model against a monolithic
